29 – 30 May, 2019
Pier One, Sydney
INDUE LEADERSHIP FORUM SERIES

SPONSORSHIP
PROSPECTUS

Dear valued partner,
The world of payments is accelerating at a pace faster than anything we have experienced before.
With significant shifts in the way people pay and integrate technology into their daily lives, we are now
navigating new terrain, full of limitless opportunity.
Since 2007, Indue has brought together leaders in payments and financial services at our annual
Leadership Forum; inspiring innovation and challenging thinking.
We have even greater expectations for this year’s Forum, Limitless the new payments world.
Unlimited Opportunity. In our comprehensive program, we’ll explore four key themes that have an
impact on the payments world:

Underbelly
Cartels + Collaboration
+ Financial Crime

Morph
The Payments
Mega Trends

Compete on Trust

Compete on Transformation

UX/CX
Customer Experience
+ Customer Acquisition
+ Customer Retention

Star Gazing
A Future Without Limits
Compete on Vision

Compete on Customer Experience
Set under the Sydney Harbour Bridge at Pier One, the forum will conclude with a dinner overlooking
the harbor, amidst the excitement of the Vivid Sydney Festival.

Our sponsors are an integral and valued part of the Forum
The Indue Leadership Forum is a unique opportunity to directly access industry decision-makers in an
environment where they have come to network and learn.
We provide you as a sponsor with relevant and high-impact opportunities to showcase your brand,
with a range of sponsorship options available to support your needs. This includes providing you with
access to our new Innovation Hub exhibition space, to give you an interactive and engaging platform to
demonstrate your products and services.
We hope that you will choose to partner with us for what is shaping up to be our most successful
Leadership Forum yet.

Luke Wilson

Chief Customer Officer
Indue

Benefits
			

OF SPONSORSHIP

Gain direct access to senior decision makers in a receptive atmosphere where

they have come to learn, network and do business.

Enhance relationships, generating new contacts and cementing established
relationships, using the complementary tickets included in your sponsorship package.

Extend your brand reach to over 140 delegates across a variety of sectors, including
retail, banking, government, fintech, entertainment, church funds and program management.

Bring your product or service to life by showcasing it in an interactive way at the
Innovation Hub.

Reinforce your credentials in the payments sector by sponsoring the payment
industry’s key event, and aligning your brand with Indue, the premier voice in payments.

Drive brand engagement via multiple contact points in a range of formats, providing
brand exposure and reinforcement with delegates many times over.

Enjoy ongoing brand messaging over 12 months through the Indue communications
program. This includes having your unique content profiled on the Indue website and in
customer e-newsletters, and your brand featured on the Indue website with a backlink to
your website.

Leadership Forum delegates are senior decision makers
2018 Forum delegates job role
Chairman
CEO
CFO
COO
CRO & General Council
MD & GM
Dept Head
Snr Mgmt

Past sponsors
First Data, Westpac, Visa, EFTPOS, Genworth, Bridges and Clearview

Innovation Hub
Showcase your brand, products and services in the Forum’s expo
The Innovation Hub exhibition space is exclusive to sponsors, ensuring your brand gets the focus
and attention it deserves.

Benefits

Director

We are creating a collaborative environment for you to showcase your brand, products and services
in an engaging and interactive way.
For more information contact our Event Management Team on + 61 7 3258 4222.
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Who

SHOULD ATTEND

The Indue Leadership Forum will benefit leaders and key stakeholders in sectors where payments are
a core or critical function including:
1

Banking, Credit Union & Mutual

2

Religious & Charitable Development Funds

3

Fintech

4

Retail Gift Cards Program Management

5

Retailers

6

Government Teams

7

Mortgage Originators

8

Regulators and Policymakers

9

Mobile and emerging payments professionals

10

Strategists and consultants supporting Financial Services

11

Product management, sales and client solution specialists

Facilitation

Who

The Forum will be facilitated by Michael Pascoe, well known financial journalist and business
commentator. With a history of reporting for the Australian Financial Review, the Sydney Morning Herald,
The Age, Channel 9, 7, Business Sunday and SkyNews, Michael brings a breadth of knowledge covering
finance, business and economics to the Leadership Forum. Known as a pioneer and revolutionary
in his approach to journalism and reporting, Michael has interviewed many of the world’s corporate
heavyweights including Packer, Gates and Murdoch. Over the years Michael has been at the forefront of
reporting on the changing shape of payments and the adoption of new technology, including its impact
on business and consumers. Michael has hosted the Indue Forum in previous years and we are excited
to have Michael back on the team for 2019.
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SPONSORSHIP
TYPE

Packages
DETAILS

PLATINUM

The premier sponsorship level ensures maximum brand positioning
and awareness at every contact point, pre-conference visibility and
post-conference impact. Broadcast your brand over 12 months to
decision makers.

$18,000 (1 available)
Early bird rate: $15,000 until 31 March 2019.

GOLD

Gold standard sponsorship with prime brand positioning and
exposure, pre-conference visibility and post-conference impact. 12
months of brand influence.

$12,000 (3 available)
Early bird rate: $10,000 until 31 March 2019.

SILVER

Silver level sponsorship with significant brand exposure, preconference visibility and post-conference impact. 12 months of brand
resonance.

$9,500 (4 available)
Early bird rate: $7,500 until 31 March 2019.
Bronze sponsorship gets your brand in front of decision-makers before
during and after the conference.

$7,000 (5 available)
Early bird rate: $5,000 until 31 March 2019.
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B R ON Z E
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SPONSORSHIP
Event sponsorship

Packages
Platinum

Gold

Silver

Bronze

PLATINUM

GOLD

SILVER

B RO N Z E

1 available

3 available

4 available

5 available

Sponsorship cost after 31 March 2019

$18,000 $12,000

$9,500

$7,000

Early bird rate until 31 March 2019

$15,000 $10,000

$7,500

$5,000

Listed as sponsor in all event marketing

Y

Y

Y

Y

Recognition from MC throughout event

Y

Y

Y

Y

Inclusion in gift bag

Y

Y

Y

Y

Complimentary tickets

4

2

1

1

Exhibit in Innovation Hub

Y

Y

Y

Y

Branding: Leadership Forum event website

Y

Y

Y

Y

Branding and short profile: event brochure

Y

Y

Y

Y

“Did you know” slides running during breaks

4

3

2

1

Branded notebook

Y

Branded gift bags

Y

Sponsor keynote address: Tim Jarvis AM

1
1

Session sponsor: Underbelly

1

Session sponsor: UX/CX

1

ackages

Session sponsor: Economic overview

Session sponsor: Mega trends

1

Session sponsor: Star gazing/Digital futures

1

Sponsor: Pre-event welcome drinks
(Wed 29th May)

1

Dinner sponsor: Ronni Kahn, Founder OzHarvest

1

Ongoing sponsorship program
12 months branding and short profile:
Indue corporate website

Y

Y

12 months branding: Indue corporate website

12 months branding: Indue eNews
12 months content inclusion: Indue eNews
Host client breakfast or lunch in Brisbane or
Sydney within 12 month period at Indue office

5

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

3 articles

2 articles

1 article

1 article

1
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Extra conference registrations
$950 per person, excluding GST
Table of 10 – $9,000 excluding GST
Early bird rates up until 31 March 2019
$850 per person, excluding GST
Table of 10 – $8,000 excluding GST

Timeline
DATE

PHASE

January – February

Confirm core sponsorships

February

Receive all branding assets to showcase on Leadership Forum website

February

Early bird registrations open

March – April

Plans for exhibits in Innovation Hub to be received and agreed

March – May

General registrations open

29th – 30th May

2019 Leadership Forum event and Dinner
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Program
					

– 2019 LEADERSHIP FORUM

WEDNESDAY 29 MAY 2019
4:00pm – 6:00pm

Registration

5:00pm – 7:00pm

WELCOME DRINKS PIER ONE Proudly sponsored by …

THURSDAY 30 MAY 2019
8:00am – 8:30am

Registration and Coffee

8:30am – 8:40am

OPENING
Michael Pascoe, Political Commentator, journalist and event MC

8.40am – 9:00am

WELCOME ADDRESS: INDUE SNAPSHOT
Robin Burns, Indue Chairman
Derek Weatherley, Indue CEO

9:00am – 9:45am

ECONOMIC OVERVIEW Proudly sponsored by VISA
Glenn Maguire, VISA Principal Asia-Pacific Economist

9:45am – 10:30am

MORPH: THE PAYMENTS MEGA TRENDS
Compete on Transformation:

Creating competitive advantage through recognising and responding
to the current payments mega trends.

Program

MEGA TREND 1: Open Banking & AI
Ellen Broad, Data 61, Ciro Standards
MEGA TREND 2: AI & Automation Impact on Banking
Steven Scheurmann, Financial Crimes Demystifier, Watson FSS,
Asia-Pacific at IBM

10:30am – 11:00am

Morning tea

11:00am – 11:45am

UX/CX

11:45am – 12:00pm

12:00pm – 12:15pm
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Compete on Customer Experience + Customer Acquisition
+ Customer Retention
Amplify your payments portfolio to meet changing societal demands, in
a thriving ultra-connected economy.
Mark McCrindle, Social analyst, renowned for tracking emerging issues,
researching social trends and analysing customer segments.

UX/CX: CASE STUDY
Awaiting speaker confirmation.

LIGHTNING TALKS 20 slides/5 mins x3
Three Indue Clients will be invited to share their story of innovation
in x3 short 5 minute sprints.
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12:15pm – 1:00pm

Lunch

1.00pm – 1:45pm

KEYNOTE ADDRESS: RESILIENT LEADERSHIP
THROUGH TOUGH TERRAINS
Tim Jarvis AM, Environmental scientist, adventurer and sportsman
who has undertaken incredible expeditions throughout the world and
brings his lessons of leadership to us.

1.45pm – 3.00pm

UNDERBELLY Proudly sponsored by …
Compete on Trust: Cartels + Collaboration + Financial Crime
How to successfully lead and protect your business within the new
financial crime environment.
Stan Gallo, Partner KPMG, Forensic Specialist
Steven Scheurmann, Financial Crimes Demystifier, Watson FSS,
Asia-Pacific, IBM

3.00pm – 3:30pm

Afternoon tea

3.30pm – 4:30pm

MORPH: MEGA TRENDS

Compete on Transformation:

Creating competitive advantage through recognising and responding
to the current payments mega trends.
MEGA TREND 3: Awaiting speaker confirmation.
MEGA TREND 4: Awaiting speaker confirmation.
4:30pm – 5.15pm

Compete on Vision:
Chris Riddell, Digital Futurist

5.15 – 5:30pm

CONCLUSION/CLOSING
Michael Pascoe, MC

5:30pm – 6:30pm

Guests enjoy Twilight Cocktails overlooking Sydney Harbour

6:30pm – 11.00pm

OFFICIAL FORUM DINNER Proudly sponsored by …
MEGA TREND 5
Compete on Kindness:
Understand how leading authentic and meaningful philanthropic
initiatives can transform your brand and business.
Ronni Kahn, Founder, OzHarvest

Program

STAR GAZING

More information on the speakers and the program can be found at indueleadershipforum.com.au.
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Session
				

DESCRIPTION

Economic Overview: The current state of play
The program kicks off with an economic overview presented by Glenn Maguire, Visa’s Principal AsiaPacific Economist. Glenn will provide an update on the emerging opportunities in the trillion-dollar
payments industry, layered with an economic analysis of the dynamic Asia-Pacific market. Singaporebased, Glenn heads the Asia-Pacific Business and Economic Insights team that provides thought
leadership and economic narratives on the payments and consumer economy.

Keynote: Resilient leadership through tough terrains
From heroic adventurer to inspirational leader, the Tim Jarvis AM story is as epic as they come. With
a focus on resilient leadership and how to make big ideas happen, Tim’s story of epic adventure and
successfully taking his team through the toughest of terrains will leave you inspired.
Tim is an environmental scientist, adventurer and sportsman who has undertaken expeditions throughout
the world including Antarctica, the Arctic, Central America, Asia and Australia.
Tim translates his lessons from leading expeditions through the extreme and adverse conditions of
some of the world’s most challenging environments into inspirational stories about how to lead through
difficult and shifting conditions. He shows how to adapt to changing conditions whether they be social,
economic or environmental, and how to bring big ideas to life.

Morph: The Payments Mega Trends
Compete on Transformation

This session explores the metamorphosis of payments and the mega-trends we are now facing including
the imminent introduction of open banking, the rapid rise of AI and machine learning and the introduction
of neo banks into the Australian market.

Open banking: Our speaker will share with us open bankings current state of play in Australia and what
we need to be considering as we prepare ourselves for change. We will explore how big data is being
applied to decision making in payments and the opportunities and consequences already being felt.

Session

The rise and rise of AI: Our speaker will share with us the impact of AI and cognitive learning on

society and its application to payments.

UX/CX: Customer Experience + Customer Acquisition
+ Customer Retention
Compete on Customer Experience

We live in a world where our reliance on technology is ever increasing, where the line between the
physical and digital blur. Envisaging that igen, millennials and an ageing population will each desire
tailored payment experiences, we must understand socio and demographic changes if we are to
successfully design compelling user and customer experiences and new product solutions.
So how do we anticipate the payment experiences that customers will be looking for? Mark McCrindle is a
renowned social researcher and leader in tracking emerging social trends and issues. As one of Australia’s
foremost generation experts, Mark will share with us what our most imminent threats are from a social
perspective, and provide us with unique and compelling insights to inspire our innovative response.

9
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Underbelly: Cartels + Collaboration + Financial Crime
Compete on Trust

World beware: The audience will be taken on a journey into the true underbelly of financial crime

as Stan Gallo, Partner, KPMG Forensic, and ex-undercover federal agent within crime syndicates, shares
with us the reality of the crime world we are facing. Learn how criminals are often at the forefront of
innovation and how to keep one step ahead. Stan will highlight the imminent threats and how you can
mitigate against them.

Turning the tide: Steve Scheurmann, Financial Crimes Demystifier-Watson FSS, Asia-Pac at IBM

presents his real-world case study on how AI and technology are successfully helping to protect almost
every aspect of life in Singapore. Steve’s insights range from border protection and security to banking
services. Steve spells out how we need to adapt and increase our understanding of AI and technology if
we are to successfully combat financial crime – and the consequences if we ignore the signs.

Star Gazing: A future without limits
Compete on Vision

While we can’t promise a crystal ball into the future, the next best thing is Chris Riddell, digital futurist.
An award-winning and industry-recognised digital evangelist, Chris is an authority on the digital world
and its impact on users. Working alongside many of the world’s biggest brands, Chris helps us stretch
our thinking to the outer boundaries of the reasonable, but not unfeasible. Chris’s session will close out
an epic day.

Dinner: An audience with Ronni Kahn, Founder, OzHarvest
Compete on Kindness
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Session

Taking us through her OzHarvest journey, Ronni Kahn will share with us the social impact she has made
and the role we can all play in taking a closer look at zero waste. Ronni was driven by a passion to
make a difference and stop good food going to waste. She started with one van in Sydney in 2004.
Her commitment led her to facilitate the change of law to make it safe for companies to donate surplus
food. She has grown OzHarvest to be one of Australia’s leading food rescue organisations. She now
celebrates opening the first rescued-food supermarket, and is taking her unique food rescue model
to the world. For our dinner, Ronni will be working with the chef and team at Pier One to deliver a
zero-waste meal for us all to experience.
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Speaker

					 PROFILES
Event MC and facilitator

Michael Pascoe, Financial journalist and business commentator
Michael is a much-admired financial journalist and business commentator;
reporting for the Australian Financial Review, The Sydney Morning Herald,
The Age, Channels 9, 7, Business Sunday and Sky News. Known as a pioneer
and revolutionary in his approach to journalism and reporting, Michael has
interviewed many of the world’s corporate heavyweights.
Michael has been at the forefront of reporting on the changing shape of
payments and the adoption of new technology, including its impact on
business and consumers.
He brings these insights to his role as MC and facilitator of the Indue 2019
Leadership Forum.

Robin Burns, Indue Chairman
Appointed Indue Chairman November 2018, and board member since
October 2017, Robin Burns is a senior executive and experienced director
with nearly 30 years of leadership roles in financial services, encompassing
both wholesale and retail activities, and a wide range of business models,
governance structures and corporate actions.

Speaker

Respected as a transformational leader and strategic business builder with
a strong reputation for judgement, integrity, leadership and positive values,
Robin has extensive board and board committee experience, through
all business cycles, as an executive director, non-executive director,
Chair and CEO.
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Derek Weatherley, Indue CEO
Derek Weatherley is the CEO of Indue Ltd, Director AusPayNet, alternate
Director of eftpos and the Australian Payments Council. Derek is an
experienced executive within the payments and technology sector having
held a broad range of senior executive positions in the payments industry
over 20+ years. Derek is a flexible and motivational leader with a strong track
record of delivering large and complex projects and thrives on creating and
leveraging strategic alliances and client relationships.
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Mark McCrindle, Founder and Principal, McCrindle
Mark is an award-winning social researcher, best-selling author, and influential
thought leader. He is regularly commissioned to deliver strategy and advice
to the boards and executive committees of some of Australia’s leading
organisations. Mark’s understanding of key social trends as well as his
engaging communication style places him in high demand in the press, radio
and on television. He appears on programs such as Sunrise, Today, ABC News
24, A Current Affair and Today Tonight. His research firm counts amongst
its clients more than 100 of Australia’s largest companies and his highlyvalued reports and infographics have developed his reputation as an expert
demographer, futurist and social commentator.

Stan Gallo, Partner KPMG, Forensic Specialist
Stan in an extensively experienced senior leader with over 30 years spent
in law enforcement and professional services environments. Stan leads
Queensland and Western Australian Forensic Practices and is National Lead
of Forensic Technology and Cyber Response Services at KPMG. He is a
risk specialist who combines proactive risk management, investigative and
technology skills with unique insights and expertise, to assist organisations
in aligning governance, risk and compliance programs with their strategic
objectives. Stan is a sought-after keynote speaker and author of a range of
papers, blog articles and training programs.

Steve Scheurmann, Financial Crimes Demystifyer – Watson FSS, IBM

Ellen Broad, Open banking and Big Data specialist

Speaker

At IBM, Steve leads a team of experts and business partners who address
the challenges associated with anti-money laundering, combating financing
of terrorists and politically exposed persons. Applying the industry’s first
true cognitive fraud prevention solution to payment processing, Steve and
his team are protecting some of the largest and most complex payment
portfolios in the world, while significantly reducing fraud losses and keeping
false alarms to a minimum.

Ellen returned to Australia from the UK in late 2016, where she was Head of
Policy for the Open Data Institute (ODI), an international non-profit founded
by Sir Tim Berners-Lee and Sir Nigel Shadbolt. While in the UK Ellen was also
ministerial adviser on data to senior UK cabinet minister Elisabeth Truss. She
has held roles as Manager of Digital Policy and Projects for the International
Federation of Library Associations and Institutions (Netherlands) and
Executive Officer for the Australian Digital Alliance. She is an independent
consultant on data sharing, open data and AI ethics for organisations
including Data61, Knowledge Unlatched, Queensland government and
the Open Data Institute Australian Network. She is the author of Made by
Humans: the AI Condition (Melbourne University Publishing, 2018).
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Tim Jarvis AM, Global Ambassador
Tim Jarvis AM is an environmental scientist, author, adventurer and public
speaker with master’s degrees in environmental science and environmental
law. He is committed to finding pragmatic solutions to major environmental
issues related to climate change and biodiversity loss. He uses his public
speaking engagements, films and books about his expeditions to progress
thinking in these areas. A Senior Associate of global engineering firm
Arup, Tim is also a sustainability adviser to leading organisations within the
Australian insurance and housing strata management industries as well as on
multilateral aid projects in developing countries for organisations including
the World Bank and Asian Development Bank. He is brand ambassador for
outdoor gear company Kathmandu.

Chris Riddell, Digital Futurist
Biography

Chris Riddell is Australia and Asia’s most sought-after futurist, and awardwinning industry-recognised keynote speaker on digital trends. He is also
a renowned media commentator and global emerging trend spotter for
businesses and leaders in today’s highly disrupted world. A global trailblazer,
Chris
has worked forInsights
some of the largest and most successful companies and
and
Economic
brands in our modern world. Having lived and worked in countries such as the
UK, Saudi Arabia, Dubai, Kuwait, China, New Zealand and lately Australia, his
understanding of our new world is compelling and thought provoking.

Glenn B Maguire
Visa Business

Principal Asia Pacific Economist

Glenn, as a Vice President of Visa, provides economic analysis, insights
Glenn
Maguire,
Principal
Asia-Pacand
Economist,
and
forecasts
of the Asia-Pacific
economies
region forVisa
Visa executives,
country managers and clients. Based in Singapore, Glenn heads our AsiaPacific
and Economic
Insightsprovides
team with
the key goal
of
As a Business
Vice President
of Visa, Glenn
economic
analysis,
insights and
deepening client engagement and thought leadership in the payments and
forecasts of the Asia-Pacific economies and region. Based in Singapore, Glenn
the consumer economy in the Asia Pacific region.

Speaker

heads the Visa Asia-Pac Business and Economic Insights team with the key
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Prior
to of
joining
Visa, Glenn
spent
nearly twenty
in the
Banking sector
goal
deepening
client
engagement
andyears
thought
leadership
in payments
holding senior economist and strategist positions with ANZ Bank and
and
the
consumer
economy.
Glenn
keeps
a
close
watch
on
emerging
Societe Generale based in Singapore and Hong Kong respectively. Glenn
opportunities
in the trillion-dollar
industry.
An
participant in
commenced
his economics
career as apayments
Fiscal Policy
Advisor
in active
the
Department
Prime Minister
and Cabinet
in Consumption
Canberra, Australia.
the WorldofEconomic
Forum’s
Future of
Community, he identifies

economic
trends shaping
the future
and from
the implications
Glenn
has a Bachelor
of Economics
(Honors)
the Universityofofthose trends on
Newcastle,
Australia completing a double major in Econometrics and Labor
the market.
Market Economics. Glenn has recently completed the MIT Big Data and
Social Analytics Certificate Course with an Exceptional (100%) pass mark.

Ronni Kahn, Founder, OzHarvest

Glenn keeps close watch on emerging opportunities in the trillion-dollar
Ronni was
drivenAn
byactive
a passion
to make
a difference
and stop
good food going
payments
industry.
participant
in the
World Economic
Forum’s
Future
of
Consumption
community,
he
identifies
economic
trends
shaping
to waste. She started with one van in Sydney in 2004. Her commitment has
the future and the implications of those trends for Visa clients.

led her to facilitate the change of law to make it safe for companies to donate
His
uniquefood
presentations
explain
the OzHarvest
impact of these
trends
to Australia’s
company and
surplus
and she has
grown
to be
one of
leading
client
as well as government
around
the globe.
foodexecutives
rescue organisations.
She nowleaders
celebrates
opening
the first rescued food
Glenn
brings economic
theory her
andunique
analysisfood
to life
with compelling
stories
supermarket
and is taking
rescue
model to the
world.
and up-to-the-minute data from the largest payment provider in the industry.
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Reserve

					 YOUR SPONSORSHIP

Sponsorship Application
Leadership Forum
29-30 May 2019, Pier One, Sydney

Main Contact
Company Name
Contact Person

Position

Contact Person
Email

Phone

Contact Person
Postal Address

Marketing Contact

Contact for all marketing material.

Contact Person

Position

Contact Person
Email

Contact Person

Accounts Payable Detals

Phone
Tax invoice details and destination email address.

Contact Person

Email

Contact Person
Phone

ABN

Contact Person

Postal Address

Sponsorship Opportunities Please tick the package you are applying for. All prices are in AUD and ex GST.
Gold$12,000 (Includes 2 tickets)

Early Bird $15,000 to 31/3/19

Early Bird $10,000 to 31/3/19

Silver $9,500 (Includes 1 ticket)

Bronze $7,000 (Includes 1 ticket)

Early Bird $7,500 to 31/3/19

Early Bird $5,000 to 31/3/19

Additional Tickets
Please provide
extra tickets ($950 ea)
Early Bird ($850 ea)

Table of 10 $9,000
Early Bird $8,000

Term s & Cond it io ns

Reserve

Platinum $18,000 (Includes 4 tickets)

Application forms should be emailed to communications@indue.com.au with the subject line "Indue Leadership Forum Sponsorship". Please note
early bird rates close 31/03/2019.
Once your sponsorship has been accepted, a Sponsorship Information Guide and Tax Invoice will be sent to you. On receipt of your Tax Invoice, you
will have 30 days to arrange payment via direct deposit, credit card or cheque.
Indue reserves the right to decline any application without obligation to provide a reason. If payment is not received by the due date, Indue has the
right to cancel the sponsorship.

Date

Signature

Contact Person
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